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Question MoF-4-SDG: Have SDGs been domesticated, and responsibilities allocated?
Key terms: Ratified refers to countries officially agreeing and accepting with a signed commitment 

to work towards Agenda 2030, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Domestication or Mainstreaming of the SDGs refers to the incorporation and alignment 
of the Sustainable Development Goals, targets and indicators into the National Develop-
ment Plans (NDP), national strategies, budgets, and data systems and tailored to suite 
the context of the country. 

Purpose of question: The 2030 Agenda, often referred to as the SDGs consists of altogether 17 Goals, 169 Tar-
gets and 232 Indicators. With regards to the targets, they are defined as aspirational and 
global, with each government having to set its own national targets guided by the global 
level of ambition but also considering national circumstances. Governments are expect-
ed to take ownership and create national frameworks for the achievement of the goals. 

Sources of information: National mandate or signed commitment from highest institution of government (e.g. 
presidency) to implement the SDGs

NDP

Responsibility matrix - roles and responsibilities within Government Entities
Grading: No Grade No information 

0 The SDGs have not been ratified by the country.
1 The SDGs have been ratified but they have not been domesticated or 

mainstreamed in the country.
2 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated but there are no clear pri-

orities, goals and targets.
3 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated with priorities, goals and 

targets.
4 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated with priorities, goals and 

targets. It is also well-integrated in the country’s national development 
plans.
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Question MoF-15-SDG: Are the domesticated SDGs incorporated in the National budget?
Key terms: National mandate is the official order of the highest institution in government to link the 

Domesticated SDG targets to the national budget.
Purpose of question: It is critical for budget information to be meaningfully mapped to country goals (as in 

NDP), targets and indicators and possibly to the domesticated SDGs with clear links to 
performance information to ensure that performance is measured, and the focus is on 
improving the lives of citizens, development impact and value for money. Output and 
outcome indicators for different goals and targets can be identified with some relating 
more closely to expenditures. 

Sources of information: Budget proposal and approved/enacted budget
Grading: No Grade No information 

0 There is no national mandate to incorporate the domesticated SDGs into the 
Budget.

1 There is a national mandate to incorporate the domesticated SDGs into the 
National Budget, but it has not been done. 

2 There is a national mandate to incorporate the domesticated SDGs into the 
National Budget, but it is currently in the planning stage.

3 There is a national mandate to incorporate the SDGs into the National Bud-
get, but it is partially incorporated.

4 There is a national mandate to incorporate the SDGs into the National Bud-
get and this is fully incorporated.

Question MoF-16-SDG: Are the domesticated SDGs included in the budget planning processes of all government 
entities?
Key terms: Government Entities’ budget planning process is the budget proposal by each MDAs to 

MoF. Involved entities are MoF setting the requirements for budget proposals to MDAs 
and RA as well as MDAs and RA include and discuss the domesticated SDGs in the prepa-
ration of their institutional budgets. 

SECTION 1:
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4
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Purpose of question: SDGs should be included and discussed during the preparation of the government bud-
get and linked to the relevant SDG targets to ensure that SDGs are domesticated and 
implemented across all MDAs and RA. 

Sources of information: Budget proposals by Government entities and RA to MoF.
Grading: No Grade No information

0 SDGs are not domesticated at the MDA level and therefore not included in 
the Government Entity budget.

1 Domesticated SDGs are not included in the MDA budgets but there is an 
instruction to do so

2 Domesticated SDGs are not included in the MDA budgets but there is an 
instruction, plan and strategy to do so.

3 Domesticated SDGs are being included in the institutional budget but not 
fully linked to relevant SDG targets.

4 Domesticated SDGs are included in MDA budget and there is a clear link to 
all relevant targets.

Question MoF-17-SDG: What percentage of the budget is allocated to SDGs ?
Key terms: IFMIS refers to the national Integrated Financial Information Management System / 

charts of accounts and this will need to reflect the SDGs (goals, targets or indicators)
Purpose of question: A larger proportion of budget being allocated to SDGs demonstrates a stronger commit-

ment towards achieving national priorities in line with the SDGs. 
Sources of information: integrated financial information management system / charts of accounts
Grading: No Grade No information 

0 0-20%
1 20-40%
2 40-60%
3 60-80%
4 80-100%

Question MoF-18: Does the MoF have emergency response mechanisms in place to allow for emergency spending, 
expenditure reprioritizations and supplementary budgets to meet unforeseen demands during disaster periods?
Key terms: none
Purpose of question: In times of disaster governments have to finance emergency responses (disaster-sector 

specific and economic support) outside of the initially approved budget. Thus, MoFs 
need to be in a position to reprioritize spending, e.g. by reallocation or virements and/or 
establish supplementary budgets.

Sources of information: National disaster management plan and/or disaster preparedness and response plan, 
due process and procedure
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Grading: No Grade No information
0 The MoF has no emergency provisions in place to allow for emergency 

spending, expenditure reprioritizations and supplementary budgets to meet 
unforeseen demands during disaster periods. 

1 The MoF has some emergency provisions in place which allow for emergen-
cy spending. However, these provisions are largely undefined and ad hoc.

2 The MoF has some defined emergency provision in place which have limited 
applicability for emergency spending.

3 The MoF has emergency provision in place which allow for emergency 
spending, expenditure reprioritizations and supplementary budgets to meet 
unforeseen demands during disaster periods.

4 The MoF has comprehensive and tested emergency provisions in place to 
allow for emergency spending, expenditure reprioritizations and supple-
mentary budgets to meet unforeseen demands during disaster periods.
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9

Question RA-8-SDG and MDA-7-SDG: Have SDGs been domesticated, and responsibilities allocated?
Key terms: Ratified refers to countries officially agreeing and accepting with a signed commitment 

to work towards Agenda 2030, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Domestication or Mainstreaming of the SDGs refers to the incorporation and alignment 
of the Sustainable Development Goals, targets and indicators into the National Develop-
ment Plans (NDP), national strategies, budgets, and data systems and tailored to suite 
the context of the country. 

Purpose of question: The 2030 Agenda, often referred to as the SDGs consists of altogether 17 Goals, 169 Tar-
gets and 232 Indicators. With regards to the targets, they are defined as aspirational and 
global, with each government having to set its own national targets guided by the global 
level of ambition but also considering national circumstances. Governments are expect-
ed to take ownership and create national frameworks for the achievement of the goals. 

Sources of information: National mandate or signed commitment from highest institution of government (e.g. 
presidency) to implement the SDGs

NDP

Responsibility matrix - roles and responsibilities within Government Entities
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3
4

  3.1 

   line with laws

9

Grading: No Grade No information 
0 The SDGs have not been ratified by the country.
1 The SDGs have been ratified but they have not been domesticated or main-

streamed in the country.
2 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated but there are no clear priori-

ties, goals and targets.
3 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated with priorities, goals and tar-

gets.
4 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated with priorities, goals and tar-

gets. It is also well-integrated in the country’s national development plans.

Question RA-9-SDG: Are specific SDG targets included in the budget planning processes for the RA?

Question MDA-8-SDG: Are the core sectoral SDG targets included in the budget planning processes for the MDA?
Key terms: Government Entities’ budget planning process is the budget proposal by each MDAs to 

MoF. Involved entities are MoF setting the requirements for budget proposals to MDAs 
and RA as well as MDAs and RA include and discuss the domesticated SDGs in the prepa-
ration of their institutional budgets. 

Purpose of question: SDGs should be included and discussed during the preparation of the government bud-
get and linked to the relevant SDG targets to ensure that SDGs are domesticated and 
implemented across all MDAs and RA. 

Sources of information: Budget proposals by Government entities and RA to MoF.
Grading: No Grade No information

0 SDGs are not domesticated at the MDA level and therefore not included in 
the Government Entity budget.

1 Domesticated SDGs are not included in the MDA budgets but there is an 
instruction to do so

2 Domesticated SDGs are not included in the MDA budgets but there is an 
instruction, plan and strategy to do so.

3 Domesticated SDGs are being included in the institutional budget but not 
fully linked to relevant SDG targets.

4 Domesticated SDGs are included in MDA budget and there is a clear link to 
all relevant targets.

Question RA-10-SDG and MDA-9-SDG: What percentage of the budget is allocated to SDGs ?
Key terms: IFMIS refers to the national Integrated Financial Information Management System / 

charts of accounts and this will need to reflect the SDGs (goals, targets or indicators)
Purpose of question: A larger proportion of budget being allocated to SDGs demonstrates a stronger commit-

ment towards achieving national priorities in line with the SDGs. 
Sources of information: integrated financial information management system / charts of accounts
Grading: No Grade No information 

0 0-20%
1 20-40%
2 40-60%
3 60-80%
4 80-100%
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Question Par-4-SDG: Have SDGs been domesticated, and responsibilities allocated?
Key terms: Ratified refers to countries officially agreeing and accepting with a signed commitment 

to work towards Agenda 2030, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Domestication or Mainstreaming of the SDGs refers to the incorporation and alignment 
of the Sustainable Development Goals, targets and indicators into the National Develop-
ment Plans (NDP), national strategies, budgets, and data systems and tailored to suite 
the context of the country. 

Purpose of question: The 2030 Agenda, often referred to as the SDGs consists of altogether 17 Goals, 169 Tar-
gets and 232 Indicators. With regards to the targets, they are defined as aspirational and 
global, with each government having to set its own national targets guided by the global 
level of ambition but also considering national circumstances. Governments are expect-
ed to take ownership and create national frameworks for the achievement of the goals. 

Sources of information: National mandate or signed commitment from highest institution of government (e.g. 
presidency) to implement the SDGs

NDP

Responsibility matrix - roles and responsibilities within Government Entities
Grading: No Grade No information 

0 The SDGs have not been ratified by the country.
1 The SDGs have been ratified but they have not been domesticated or main-

streamed in the country.
2 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated but there are no clear priori-

ties, goals and targets.
3 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated with priorities, goals and 

targets.
4 The SDGs have been ratified and domesticated with priorities, goals and tar-

gets. It is also well-integrated in the country’s national development plans.

Question Par-5-SDG: Do parliament’s debates on the budget include domesticated SDGs in the budget and does 
the approved budget have clearly mapped resource allocations?
Key terms: Allocated resources are clearly mapped financial resources if the proposed budget makes 

reference to the various budget lines and their respective contribution to achieving the 
domesticated SDGs.

Purpose of question: The Parliament in its role as supreme legislative organ is responsible for enacting laws 
and holding government to account. In this capacity, Parliament has the task to set re-
quirements on the MoF’s budget proposal and has, in principle, powers to change the 
budget before approval, thereby ensuring that domesticated SDGs are budgeted for.

Sources of information: Budget proposal / budget speech, minutes of budget debates, approved budget docu-
ment
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SECTION 1:

3

4

3

4

Grading: No Grade No information 
0 The domesticated SDGs are not included in the budget debates in parlia-

ment and national budgets are approved without consideration thereof.
1 The domesticated SDGs are included in the budget debates in parliament 

but there is no link between the approved national budgets and the domes-
ticated SDGs.

2 The domesticated SDGs are not included in the budget debates in parlia-
ment but there are some links between the approved national budgets and 
the domesticated SDGs

3 The domesticated SDGs are included in the budget debates in parliament 
and there are some links between the approved National budget plan/pro-
gramme to the domesticated SDG programmes.

4 The domesticated SDGs are included in the budget debates in parliament 
and the approved National budget plan/programme has clearly mapped 
resource allocations to the domesticated SDG programmes
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Grading: No Grade

0

1

case-by-case basis
3

place
4

policy development

Key terms:

budgets, procurement and asset management – they are not limited by public service 

performance. Moreover, RAs are normally overseen/supervised and monitored by a 

more direct.

compared to other MDAs. Therefore, the RAs need to be closely monitored/overseen by 

annual reports as well as approve loans, grants and subsidies.      

RA Act, audit reports, annual reports/statements, MoF reports, interviews.

Grading: No Grade

0 No evidence of MoF oversight over RA 

mandate not respected
2 Infrequent oversight on case by case basis

3 Adequate oversight reported by stakeholders

4
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SECTION 1:

Key terms:

Although tax/revenue policy making normally the mandate of the MoF, the RA has the 

of the RA in the tax policy development there is a risk that the MoF develops tax policies 

laws cannot be enforced and tax revenues cannot be collected in intended amount.      

policy division in MoF, PFM Act
Grading: No Grade

0

1
2

3
taken place

4
policy development

within the tax system?
Key terms:

taxpayer groups (self-employed, high net worth individuals etc). An adequate strategy to 

In case the revenue authority does not assess compliance risks properly and does not take 

might not detect tax evaders.       

RA acts, manuals and strategies. 

Grading: No Grade

0

1

2

3

4 Up-to-date core risk register is used by RA to increase compliance of 
taxpayers; results regularly monitored and reported on

4.7.1 PFM Output: R
 Authority level 

4.7.    PFM Sub-Process: Revenue Policy and Management
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Question MoF-38: Does the MoF have specific mechanisms in place to ensure availability of cash in times of height-
ened demands?
Key terms: None
Purpose of question: During disaster times, liquidity management is paramount to ensure governments can 

meet their obligations (e.g. procurement of health care equipment, payment of benefits 
to affected communities). In the short term, disasters require significantly higher dis-
bursements of cash.

Sources of information: National disaster management plan, and/or disaster preparedness and response plan, 
procedures and guidelines
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Grading: No Grade No information
0 The MoF has no mechanisms in place to ensure availability of cash in times 

of heightened demands. 

1 The MoF is in the process of developing specific and identifiable mecha-
nisms to ensure availability of cash in times of heightened demands during 
disaster periods.

2 The MoF has general mechanisms in place to ensure availability of cash in 
times of heightened demands during disaster periods.

3 The MoF has specific and identifiable mechanisms in place to ensure avail-
ability of cash in times of heightened demands during disaster periods.

4 The MoF has specific and identifiable mechanisms in place to ensure avail-
ability of cash in times of heightened demands during disaster periods. 
Those mechanisms have been tried and tested. 

Question MoF-39: Does the MoF have emergency controls in place to fast-track expenditure authorizations in order 
to ensure timely disbursement of cash to service delivery units?
Key terms: None
Purpose of question: During periods of disaster, financing and liquidity needs increase significantly. Additional 

resources need to be made available timely and efficiently to service delivery units to 
meet their obligations (e.g. procurement of medical goods, payments of economic bene-
fits). Controls should not be bypassed but allow for the prioritizations of priority items.

Sources of information: National disaster management plan, due process and procedure
Grading: No Grade No information

0 The MoF has no emergency controls in place to fast-track expenditure autho-
rizations in order to ensure timely disbursement of cash to service delivery 
units in disaster periods.

1 The MoF is in the process of developing emergency controls to fast-track 
expenditure authorizations in order to ensure timely disbursement of cash to 
service delivery units in disaster periods.

2 The MoF has general emergency controls in place to fast-track expenditure 
authorizations in order to ensure timely disbursement of cash to service de-
livery units in disaster periods.

3 The MoF has specific and identifiable emergency controls in place to fast-
track expenditure authorizations in order to ensure timely disbursement of 
cash to service delivery units during disaster periods.

4 The MoF has specific and identifiable emergency controls in place to fast-
track expenditure authorizations in order to ensure timely disbursement of 
cash to service delivery units during disaster periods. Those controls have 
been tried and tested.
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Question MoF-46-SDG and MDA-38-SDG: Are budgets utilised effectively, economically and efficiently towards 
achieving the domesticated SDG targets and programmes  
Key terms: Definitions for effectiveness, efficiency and economy as per ISSAI 3000 Standard for Per-

formance Auditing 
Purpose of question: To promote transparency and accountability and enable clear connections between 

spending and outcomes to be established, a budget performance evaluation system or 
result orientated evaluation system must be in place.

Sources of information: Budget performance indicators as part of monitoring systems of MDAs
Grading: No Grade No information 

0 There is no mechanism in place to monitor how budgets are utilised in rela-
tion to achieving the domesticated SDGs in the institutional budgets. 

1 There is a budget monitoring system in place to monitor how budgets are 
utilised in relation to achieving the domesticated SDGs in the institutional 
budgets, but it is not utilised 

2 There is a budget monitoring system to monitor how the institutional bud-
get is utilised, but there are no links to the performance information of the 
domesticated SDG programmes.

3 There is a budget monitoring system in place that provides some links be-
tween spending and Domesticated SDG programmes

4 There is a budget monitoring system in place that monitors transparency 
and accountability and provides clear links between spending and achieve-
ment of Domesticated SDG programmes 

Question MoF-47-SDG: To what extent does your country’s annual Voluntary National Reviews (VNR) meet the UN 
reporting expectations?
Key terms: VNRs are part of the follow-up and review of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Devel-

opment. Such reviews are carried out by the High-Level Political Forum on Sustainable 
Development (HLPF) under the auspices of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). 
They are to be voluntary, state- led, undertaken by both developed and developing 
countries.

Purpose of question: The VNR aim to facilitate the sharing of experiences, including successes, challenges and 
lessons learned, with a view to accelerating the implementation of the 2030 Agenda.

Sources of information: UN Handbook for the preparation of VNR, National VNR Report
Grading: No Grade No information 

0 Country has not submitted VNR to date.  
1 Country has not submitted VNR to date however systems and processes 

have been set up at national level to ensure that VNR report is submitted as 
soon as it is practically possible.

2 VNR submitted only focused on the prioritised SDGs at national level and 
not all the 17 SDGs.

3 VNR submitted measures SDG progress at national level on all 17 goals. 
However, the VNR is not adequately substantive and knowledge based.

4 VNR submitted measures SDG progress at national level on all 17 goals. The 
VNR is substantive and knowledge based, with a particular focus on the 
poorest, most vulnerable and those furthest behind.

Question MoF-47-SDG missing!
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Question MoF-48, RA-42 and MDA-39: Are contingency measures (business continuity plans) in place to ensure 
service delivery continuity when faced with large-scale absence of staff during disaster periods?

Key terms: None
Purpose of question: During a disaster, human capital is one of the elements of productivity that is threat-

ened. Any system in place will still require knowledgeable human being to execute it.

Sources of information: National disaster management plan, due process and procedure
Grading: No Grade No information

0 No contingency measures are in place to ensure service delivery continuity 
when faced with large-scale absence of staff during disaster periods.

1 The government is in the process of developing specific and identifiable 
contingency measures to ensure service delivery continuity when faced with 
large-scale absence of staff during disaster periods.

2 The general human capital resource plan is deemed adequate to ensure ser-
vice delivery continuity when faced with large-scale absence of staff during 
disaster periods.

3 Specific and identifiable contingency measures (business continuity plans) 
are in place to ensure service delivery continuity when faced with large-
scale absence of staff during disaster periods.

4 Tried and tested contingency measures (business continuity plans) are in 
place to ensure service delivery continuity when faced with large-scale ab-
sence of staff during disaster periods.
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5.3 

  use of public funds

Question MoF-53, RA-46 and MDA-43: Is there a specific mechanism in place for tracking and accounting for re-
sources deployed in emergency response and reporting it transparently?
Key terms: None
Purpose of question: During disaster periods accountability and transparency are relaxed and, in some cases, 

sacrificed under the guise of responding quickly to the catastrophe.

Sources of information: National disaster management plan, due process and procedure
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  use of public funds

Grading: No Grade No information
0 There is no specific mechanism in place for tracking and accounting for re-

sources deployed in emergency response and reporting it transparently.

1 Government is in the process of developing specific mechanism for tracking 
and accounting for resources deployed in emergency response and report-
ing it transparently.

2 A general mechanism in place and is deemed adequate for tracking and 
accounting for resources deployed in emergency response and reporting it 
transparently.

3 There is a specific and identifiable mechanism in place for tracking and ac-
counting for resources deployed in emergency response and reporting it 
transparently.

4 There is a tried and tested specific mechanism in place for tracking and 
accounting for resources deployed in emergency response and reporting it 
transparently.
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DATA ENTRY GUIDE: PFM 
REPORTING FRAMEWORK
GENERAL GUIDANCE
Setup of the Workbook

•  ��� ���� ����� ���� �� ��� �������� ������� ��� �����������, ���������, 
��� ��� ���������� ���������� 

•  ����� �� ��� ���� ��������� ��� ��� ���� ���������� ���� �� ����� ��� ���� ������ ��� �������� 
�������� �� ��� ��������� ��� ��� ������� ��� ����� ��� ����������� ����������

•  ����� ���� ��� ��� ��������� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���� 
���� ��� �������� ���������� ��� ���� �������������

Entering Data into a Protected Worksheet

��� ���� �� ������� �� � ��������� ���������� ���� ����� ���� ��� ���� ��� ������� �� ���� ���� ����� �� ��� ��������� 
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• ������ ������ ��� ��� ����� ���� ���� ������� �, �, �, �, L, ��� R� ��� ��� ������ ���� ��� ���������� �� �������           
�, N, ��� Q �

• ������ �������� ���� �� �������� �� ��� ��������� ��������� ��� ��� �� ������� �� ��� ���� ����� �������� ��� ���
�����, �� ��� ���� �� �� ���� �� ��� ���  �� ������ � ���� �� ��� Performance Assessment �� ������ 
� ����� ��� ��� ��������� ��� ����������� ���������� ������, ��� ����� ���� ������� �, �, �, ��� �� �� ���� ��� 
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��������� ���� �����
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 Explanation: How was the assessment done

Sources Used

 
 

 
 Findings

 Analysis (5 Why model) 
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 Performance Assessment �col��� ��� �lic� o� t�e cell a�� �elect t�e app�op�iate �e�po��e ��o� t�e ��op� 
 �o��� ��e Performance Assessment �ee�� to be e�te�e� �o� all ��e��o��� �� it i� �ot po��ible to a��e�� a   
 ��e��o� ��e to lac� o� i��o��a�o�� �elect �Not applicable� ��o� t�e ��op��o��� �o �ot lea�e it bla���

 
 ��e� �elec��� a �e�po��e� t�e Performance Grade �col��� M� �ill a�to�a�call� pop�late�

 
 Root Cause of Underperformance �col��� N�� �� t�e �e��o��a�ce ��a�e i� �� �� �� o� �� clic� o� t�e 
 co��e�po��i�� cell ���e� �oot �a��e o� ���e�pe��o��a�ce a�� �elect t�e app�op�iate �e�po��e ��o� t�e  
 ��op��o���

[new depiction below]

If Not applicable selected, provide explanation (column L): If not applicable is selected in column K, 
then an explanation must be provided in this column.

[new depiction below]
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 Example with grade of 4: 

 
 selection of Not applicable
 

 
Grade for PFM Output ��������O����������������P���P���������������P��������������������������������������������
�������������������������������P���O��������������������������������P���������������������������������������������
���������������������������P���P���������������������������������P��������������������������������������������������
��������

 
� �����������������������������������������������������������������������Root Cause of Underperformance������
� ��������������������������������

SECTION 2:  �ata ��t�� ��i�e ��M �epo���� ��a�e�o��
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 �o��� ��e Performance Assessment �ee�� to be e�te�e� �o� all ��e��o��� �� it i� �ot po��ible to a��e�� a   
 ��e��o� ��e to lac� o� i��o��a�o�� �elect �Not applicable� ��o� t�e ��op��o��� �o �ot lea�e it bla���
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 co��e�po��i�� cell ���e� �oot �a��e o� ���e�pe��o��a�ce a�� �elect t�e app�op�iate �e�po��e ��o� t�e  
 ��op��o���

[new depiction below]
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�����������������������������������������������������������Q�������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������

Conclusion for PFM Process:�����������������������������Q���������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������

[new depiction below]

[new depiction below]

[new depiction below]

If the Grade for PFM Process is “No grade” or 4, click on the corresponding cell under Root Cause of 
Underperformance and select “N/A” from the drop-down.
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���������R���������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������������R������������������Q�����������������������������������������
��������������
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�����������������������������������������������������������Q�������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������

Conclusion for PFM Process:�����������������������������Q���������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������

[new depiction below]

Conclusion for PFM Process: Other Observations (column R): Enter any relevant observations for the PFM process in 
this column. If “(6) Other” is selected under Dominant Root Cause (column Q), then please provide an explanation 
for why this was selected.
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FACILITATOR GUIDE: PFM 
REPORTING FRAMEWORK
OVERVIEW OF WORKBOOK SETUP

General Guidance 

Protected Worksheets
All of the worksheets (tabs) are protected and only cells in which data needs to be entered are unlocked. The data 
entry worksheets and dashboards are setup so that they do not need to be unprotected for data to be entered or 
analyzed. The only reason that any of the worksheets would need to be unprotected is if changes need to be made to 
Key Questions, formulas, etc. Therefore, the password should not be given to the auditors. 

  Password: PFM123

Users can select (and copy) cells in the Instructions, Definitions, Framework, Dashboard, Data, and Ref-Mapping tabs. 
Data can also be entered in the unlocked cells in the Instructions tab. The protection for these tabs is configured as 
follows:
 

In the institutions tabs – MoF, RA, Par, MDA-1, MDA-2, MDA-3, MDA-4, MDA-5, MDA-6, MDA-7, users can also do the 
following:
• Edit cells: Users can enter text into columns G, H, I, J, L, and R, and select from the drop-downs in columns K,  
 N, and Q.

• Hide/adjust width of columns: Users can hide columns if needed during data entry, and they can adjust the  
 width of the columns. 

• Auto-fit row height: The row height will auto-fit the text that is entered into the cells in rows G, H, I, J, L, and R.

• Insert hyperlinks: Users can enter hyperlinks, but these will not be copied when the data is consolidated (fur 
 ther explanation provided in section 3).

The protection for these tabs is configured as follows:
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Macros 
There are two macros that are used in the workbook. 

1. Clearing value in column N if value changes in column K: The purpose of this macro is to ensure that the Root  
 Cause of Underperformance (column N) is cleared if the Performance Grade (column M) changes.

 How it works: The macro listens for values in column M to change. If the value in column K is updated to a  
 new value that changes the Performance Grade in column M, the contents of N are cleared. 

 Finding the macro: This macro is applied to all of the institution tabs (MoF, RA, Par, MDA-1, MDA-2, MDA-3,  
 MDA-4, MDA-5, MDA-6, MDA-7). In the worksheet, click on the developer tab and then click “View Code”.  
 If  you want to make changes to this macro, the changes will need to be made to the code in all of the institu 
 tion tabs.

Code:            [new depiction below]

 
2. Auto-consolidation of data entry worksheets using “Import Data” button: The purpose of this macro is to  
 enable the facilitator to easily import into one workbook the data entered into the institution tabs by the  
 auditors (in multiple separate workbooks).
  
 How it works: The macro reads the names of all the tabs and their respective file names in the “File Names”  
 tab in columns A and B, respectively, to know which files to import into the master workbook. The columns  
 from each tab that will be copied are listed in the array colArr and are (G, H, I, J, K, L, Q, R). The code is writ 
 ten to copy these columns specifically and this array should be edited with caution. 

 With the tabs, file names, and columns information stored, the macro begins to iterate through all the file  
 names and checks to see if they exist at the same directory level as the master workbook that is doing the  
 importing. For example, we want to import C:\ProjectFiles\MoF.xlsm into C:\ProjectFiles\Kenya_PFM 
 Reporting Framework.xlsm. You will note that both files exist within the same folder and share the same   
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 MDA-4, MDA-5, MDA-6, MDA-7). In the worksheet, click on the developer tab and then click “View Code”.  
 If  you want to make changes to this macro, the changes will need to be made to the code in all of the institu 
 tion tabs.

Code:            [new depiction below]

 
2. Auto-consolidation of data entry worksheets using “Import Data” button: The purpose of this macro is to  
 enable the facilitator to easily import into one workbook the data entered into the institution tabs by the  
 auditors (in multiple separate workbooks).
  
 How it works: The macro reads the names of all the tabs and their respective file names in the “File Names”  
 tab in columns A and B, respectively, to know which files to import into the master workbook. The columns  
 from each tab that will be copied are listed in the array colArr and are (G, H, I, J, K, L, Q, R). The code is writ 
 ten to copy these columns specifically and this array should be edited with caution. 

 With the tabs, file names, and columns information stored, the macro begins to iterate through all the file  
 names and checks to see if they exist at the same directory level as the master workbook that is doing the  
 importing. For example, we want to import C:\ProjectFiles\MoF.xlsm into C:\ProjectFiles\Kenya_PFM 
 Reporting Framework.xlsm. You will note that both files exist within the same folder and share the same   
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 directory level. The macro does not search outside of a directory level, and files not located within the same  
 folder/directory cannot be found and will not be imported. 

 After the file to import is found, the macro opens the file, navigates to the correct tab, and unlocks it. After  
 finding the correct tab, the macro then copies specific columns as designated in the colArr, copying rows 7  
 through 60 as these are the rows containing data and not column headers, etc. When all of the columns and  
 rows have been copied, the worksheet is locked and the file is closed. This process is repeated for all the files  
 listed. After all documents have been imported, a notification is given showing which documents were found  
 and imported. 

 Care should be taken to ensure that the “File Names” tab in the master workbook is populated correctly   
 before running the import. If a tab is recorded, a corresponding file name should always be recorded.

 Finding the macro: The macro is applied to the “Import Data” button in the File Names tab. In the File Names  
 tab, right click on the button and select “Assign Macro.” Select “Button1_Click” from the list and then select  
 Edit.

 Code:            [new depiction below]
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Worksheet/Tabs Setup

Instructions, Definitions, Framework Tabs
The first three tabs of the workbook include key instructions, definitions, and the conceptual framework.
 
Institution Tabs
There is one data collection/entry tab for each institution. This is where the auditors should enter data. Guidance on 
data entry can be found in the Data Entry Guide. Some key details on the setup of the sheets are below.

• Color coding: Each institution is assigned a color, and this is shown on the tab label, in the heading of the work-
sheet, and in the dashboards. 

• MDA tabs: As explained in more detail in section 2 of this guide, the names of the MDAs that will be audited 
should be entered by the facilitator before the workbooks are distributed for data entry. The names need to be 
entered both in the tab label at the bottom of the worksheet and in row 2 of the worksheet.

• Explanation: How was the assessment done (column G), Sources Used (column H), Findings (column I), Analysis 
(5 Why model) (column J), If Not applicable selected, provide explanation (column L), Conclusion for PFM Pro-
cess: Other Observations (column R): Text can be entered in the cells in these columns.

• Performance Assessment (column K): This was configured using Data Validation. The answers in the drop-down 
for each question can be found in the Data-Performance Grading tab. An example of the configuration for one 
cell (K7 in the MoF tab) is shown below. The formula is slightly different in each cell in column K.

  =’Data-Performance Grading’!$E$2:$E$7

• Performance Grade (column M): The grade populates using VLOOKUP. The referenced data can be found in the 
Data-Performance Grading tab. An example of the formula can be found below (M7 in the MoF tab). The formula 
is slightly different in each cell in column M.

  =VLOOKUP(K7,’Data-Performance Grading’!E2:F7,2,FALSE)

• Root Cause of Underperformance (column M): This was configured using Data Validation. The options for the 
Root Cause of Underperformance can be found in Data-Root Causes. It is configured so that if the Performance 
Grade is less than or equal to 3, then the root causes will appear as options in the drop-down. If the Performance 
Grade is greater than 3 (i.e. 4) or is “No grade,” then the drop-down populates with the option of “N/A.” The 
formula, which is the same in all cells in column N, is found below.

 =IF(CELL(“contents”,INDIRECT(“M”&ROW()))<=3,’Data-Root Causes’!$A$1:$A$6,’Data-Root Caus  
  es’!$A$8:$A$8)

• Grade for PFM Output (column O): This is calculated by averaging the Performance Grades in column M for all 
questions under this output. In addition to calculating the average, the formula also tells the cell to populate with 
“No grade” if there is an error. The example below is for PFM Output 1.1 in the MoF tab. 

 =IFERROR(AVERAGEIF(M7:M14,”<5”),”No grade”)

• Grade for PFM Process (column P): This is calculated by averaging the Performance Grades in column M for all 
questions under this process. In addition to calculating the average, the formula also tells the cell to populate 
with “No grade” if there is an error. The example below is for PFM Process 1 in the MoF tab. 

 =IFERROR(AVERAGEIF(M7:M18,”<5”),”No grade”)

• Conclusion for PFM Process: Dominant Root Cause (column Q): This was configured using Data Validation. The 
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options for the Root Cause of Underperformance can be found in Data-Root Causes. It is configured so that if the 
Grade for the PFM Process is less than or equal to 3, then the root causes will appear as options in the drop-
down. If the Grade for the PFM Process is greater than 3 (i.e. 4) or is “No grade,” then the drop-down populates 
with the option of “N/A.” The formula, which is the same in all cells in column M, is found below. The formula is 
the same for all processes as the options are the same for each process.

 =IF(CELL(“contents”,INDIRECT(“P”&ROW()))<=3,’Data-Root Causes’!$A$1:$A$6,’Data-Root Caus   
 es’!$A$8:$A$8)

Dashboard Tabs
These tabs are setup to automatically analyze the data entered in the institution tabs. All the dashboards are setup 
to enable easy printing or converting to PDFs. Individual charts can also be copied and pasted as images into Power-
point, Word Docs, etc., even when the sheet is protected. Details on the setup of each Dashboard are below.

Dashboard-Overall
• Government Performance by PFM Process: Graph references data in Data-PerfResults1.

• Dominant Root Causes of Underperformance by Institution: The Dominant Root Causes of Underperformance 
will populate for the institution that is selected. The institution box is configured using data validation and refer-
ences data in the Data-RCResults1 tab:

  =’Data-RCResults1’!$B$1:$K$1

• The Root Causes of Underperformance boxes are configured using VLOOKUP and reference data in the   
Data-RCResults2 tab:

  =VLOOKUP(O8,’Data-RCResults2’!B2:C11,2,FALSE)

 Conditional formatting is also used to make the text grey/italics if the cell contains “N/A” or “No Root Cause  
 of Underperformance was Assigned.”

• Performance by Institution: Graph references data in Data-PerfResults1.

• Performance of Institutions in Integrating SDGs into PFM Processes: Graph references data in Data-SDGs tab.

• Key Overall Risk Areas: Table references data in Data-PerfResults1 tab. Conditional formatting is used to highlight 
the cells in red with a pattern if the value is less than 2 and to clear any formatting if the cell is empty. Conditional 
formatting is also used for the institution headings to clear them of any formatting if the cell is empty (in case not 
all the MDA tabs are used, for example).

Dashboard-Processes
• Contribution of Outputs to Performance of PFM Processes: Conditional formatting is used to highlight the cells 

based on the grade that was calculated for each output, sub-process, and process. The formulas in the condition-
al formatting reference the Data-PerfResults2 tab. 

Dashboard-Institution
•  Performance of Institutions in PFM Processes

 o Graphs reference data in Data-PerfResults1.

 o Strongest Institution/Weakest Institution boxes reference data in Data-PerfResults3 and use   
                VLOOKUP to determine which institution in the strongest/weakest. Examples of the formulas   
  for Process 1 are provided below.
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  Strongest Institution:

  =VLOOKUP(MAXIFS(‘Data-PerfResults3’!A2:A11,’Data-PerfResults3’!A2:A11,”<5”),’   
  Data-PerfResults3’!A2:B11,2,FALSE)

  Weakest Institution:

  =VLOOKUP(MINIFS(‘Data-PerfResults3’!A2:A11,’Data-PerfResults3’!A2:A11,”<5”),’   
  Data-PerfResults3’!A2:B11,2,FALSE)

 o Core PFM Institutions vs MDAs data is pulled from Data-PerfResults1, and conditional formatting is  
  used to highlight the cells based on the values in the cells.

Dashboard-SDGs
• Overall Performance: Data pulled from Data-SDGs

• Performance by Process: Graph references data in Data-SDGs. 

• Performance by Institution: Graph references data in Data-SDGs. 

• Performance on Implementing Key SDG Activities: Conditional formatting is used to highlight the cells based on 
the grade that was calculated for each activity, institution, and process. The formulas in the conditional formating 
reference the Data-SDGs tab.

Dashboard-Disaster
• Overall Performance: Data pulled from Data-Disaster.

• Performance by Process: Graph references data in Data-Disaster. 

• Performance by Institution: Graph references data in Data-Disaster. 

• Performance on Implementing Key SDG Activities: Conditional formatting is used to highlight the cells based on 
the grade that was calculated for each activity, institution, and process. The formulas in the conditional format-
ting reference the Data-Disaster tab.

Dashboard-Process1/Process2/Process3/Process4/Process5
• Overall Process Performance: Data pulled from PerfResults1.

• Key Risk Area?: Using conditional formatting, the cell populates with “Yes” and highlights with red in a pattern if 
the value is less than 2, and populates with “No” if the value is greater than or equal to 2.

• Quality Assessment: For “Not applicable,” the formula counts the number of cells under Performance Assess-
ment (column K) for that process that are populated with “Not applicable.”

 =IFERROR(COUNTIF(MoF!K7:K18,”Not applicable”),0)+IFERROR(COUNTIF(RA!K7,”Not applicable”),0)

 For “Total Questions,” the number of cells with any value are counted.

 =IFERROR(COUNTIF(MoF!K7:K18,”*”),0)+IFERROR(COUNTIF(RA!K7,”*”),0)

• Performance by Institution: Graph references data in Data-PerfResults1.
• Root Causes of Underperformance: Graph references data in Data-RCResults1.
• Dominant Root Cause of Underperformance by Institution: Table references data in Data-RCResults2. 
• Sub-Process Analysis: Conditional formatting is used for the cells with the grades for the Key Questions, the cells 
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• Performance on Implementing Key SDG Activities: Conditional formatting is used to highlight the cells based on 
the grade that was calculated for each activity, institution, and process. The formulas in the conditional formating 
reference the Data-SDGs tab.

Dashboard-Disaster
• Overall Performance: Data pulled from Data-Disaster.

• Performance by Process: Graph references data in Data-Disaster. 

• Performance by Institution: Graph references data in Data-Disaster. 

• Performance on Implementing Key SDG Activities: Conditional formatting is used to highlight the cells based on 
the grade that was calculated for each activity, institution, and process. The formulas in the conditional format-
ting reference the Data-Disaster tab.

Dashboard-Process1/Process2/Process3/Process4/Process5
• Overall Process Performance: Data pulled from PerfResults1.

• Key Risk Area?: Using conditional formatting, the cell populates with “Yes” and highlights with red in a pattern if 
the value is less than 2, and populates with “No” if the value is greater than or equal to 2.

• Quality Assessment: For “Not applicable,” the formula counts the number of cells under Performance Assess-
ment (column K) for that process that are populated with “Not applicable.”

 =IFERROR(COUNTIF(MoF!K7:K18,”Not applicable”),0)+IFERROR(COUNTIF(RA!K7,”Not applicable”),0)

 For “Total Questions,” the number of cells with any value are counted.

 =IFERROR(COUNTIF(MoF!K7:K18,”*”),0)+IFERROR(COUNTIF(RA!K7,”*”),0)

• Performance by Institution: Graph references data in Data-PerfResults1.
• Root Causes of Underperformance: Graph references data in Data-RCResults1.
• Dominant Root Cause of Underperformance by Institution: Table references data in Data-RCResults2. 
• Sub-Process Analysis: Conditional formatting is used for the cells with the grades for the Key Questions, the cells 
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with the outputs, and the cell with the sub-process. The conditional formatting highlights the cell according to 
the grade assigned. The cells with the Key Question grades reference the institution tab where that grade was 
assigned. The cells with the outputs and sub-processes reference Data-PerfResults2.

Dashboard-Quality Assessment
• Overall (table and graph): They both reference data in Data-PerfResults2.
• By Institution: The graph references data in Data-PerfResults2.

Data Tabs
The data from the Institution tabs is consolidated and analyzed in these tabs. As detailed above, these tabs are the 
data source for the majority of the analysis in the Dashboard tabs.

• Data-PerfResults1; DataPerfResults2; DataPerfResults2: The Performance Assessment data is analyzed in these 
tabs.

• Data-RCResults1; Data-RCResults2: The Root Causes data is analyzed in these tabs.

• Data-SDGs: The data for questions that specifically address the SDGs is analyzed in this tab.

• Data-Disaster: The data for questions that specifically address disaster preparedness is analyzed in this tab.

• Data-Performance Grading: This tab contains all of the Performance Assessment options and corresponding 
grades for each Key Question. The Performance Assessment (column K) and Performance Grade (column M) col-
umns in the Institution tabs both reference the data in this tab.

• Data-Root Causes: This tab contains the list of Root Causes of Underperformance. The Root Cause of Under-
performance (column N) and the Conclusion for PFM Process: Dominant Root Cause (column Q) columns in the 
Institution tabs both reference the data in this tab.

Ref-Mapping Tab
The structure for the analysis is mapped in this tab. It maps the PFM Process   PFM Sub-Process(es)  PFM Out-
put(s)  Key Questions. It also provides the codes that help to identify these various components throughout this 
workbook, including the PFM Process codes, PFM Output Codes, and Key Question Codes. This tab is purely for refer-
ence and is not linked to any of the other tabs in the workbook.

File Names Tab 
This tab includes the setup for the “Import Data” button that is described in more detail under the description of the 
macros and in section 3.

 
2. SETTING UP THE WORKBOOK FOR DISTRIBUTION TO AUDITORS
1. Enter information into Instructions tab
 
 Enter the Country, Date, Period-end, and W/P reference.
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2.  Label MDA tabs

     After the MDAs to be audited have been identified, label the MDA tabs in 2 different places:

a. ) Right click on the tab and select “Rename.” Enter the acronym for the institution (if any) or the full name 
of the institution. For example, enter MoH or Ministry of Health. Repeat for all MDAs to be audited.

      

b. ) Type the name of the institution in the top left corner (row 2). Be sure to type the name in the correct cell 
as this information will be pulled into the Data tabs and into the Dashboards. In the example below, “Ministry 
of Health” is the institution to be audited and this name has been entered in place of “[MDA-1].”

           

3.  Remove tabs and tab references for MDA tabs that are not needed

 If there are less than 7 MDAs that will be audited, a few manual steps need to be taken to adjust the work 
 book before it is distributed to auditors. For example, if you are only auditing the Ministry of Health, Ministry  
 of Agriculture, and Ministry of Education, Ministry of the Environment, and Ministry of Justice, then only 5  
 of the MDA tabs will be used (MDA-1, MDA-2, and MDA-3, MDA-4, and MDA-5). You will then need to take  
 a series of steps to remove the tabs for MDA-6 and MDA-7 and to remove references to these tabs in the  
 Data tabs. The instructions, using this example, are provided below.

 a) Right click on the tab(s), select “Delete,” and then confirm that you want to delete the tab in the   
  pop-up box. Repeat for each tab that needs to be removed.

 [new depiction below]
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 [new depiction below]
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 b) In the Data-PerfResults1 tab  unprotect the sheet, highlight columns J and K (where MDA-6 and  
  MDA-7 were previously listed), right click on the columns and select “Delete,” and reprotect the   
  sheet. 

 [new depiction below]

 c) In the Data-PerfResults2 tab  unprotect the sheet, highlight columns J and K (where MDA-6 and  
  MDA-7 were previously listed), right click on the columns and select “Delete,” and reprotect the   
  sheet. 

 [new depiction below]

 d) In the Data-PerfResults3 tab  unprotect the sheet, highlight rows 10 and 11 (where MDA-6 and  
  MDA-7 were previously listed), right click on the rows and select “Delete,” and reprotect the sheet.

 [new depiction below]
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 e) In the Data-RCResults1 tab  unprotect the sheet, highlight columns J and K (where MDA-6 and   
  MDA-7 were previously listed), right click on the columns and select “Delete,” and reprotect the   
  sheet.

 
 f) In the Data-RCResults2 tab  unprotect the sheet, highlight rows 10 and 11 (where MDA-6 and   
  MDA-7 were previously listed), right click on the rows and select “Delete,” and reprotect the sheet.  
  Repeat to delete rows 20 and 21, 30 and 31, 40 and 41, 50 and 51.

 [new depiction below]
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 e) In the Data-RCResults1 tab  unprotect the sheet, highlight columns J and K (where MDA-6 and   
  MDA-7 were previously listed), right click on the columns and select “Delete,” and reprotect the   
  sheet.

 
 f) In the Data-RCResults2 tab  unprotect the sheet, highlight rows 10 and 11 (where MDA-6 and   
  MDA-7 were previously listed), right click on the rows and select “Delete,” and reprotect the sheet.  
  Repeat to delete rows 20 and 21, 30 and 31, 40 and 41, 50 and 51.

 [new depiction below]
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 g) In Data-SDGs  unprotect the sheet, highlight columns K and L (where MDA-6 and MDA-7 were   
  previously listed), right click on the columns and select “Delete,” and reprotect the sheet.

 [new depiction below]

 h) In Data-Disaster  unprotect the sheet, highlight columns J and K (where MDA-6 and MDA-7 were  
  previously listed), right click on the columns and select “Delete,” and reprotect the sheet.
  
 [new depiction below]

 
4.   Save master workbook and duplicate workbook for distribution.

 a) After completing steps 1-3, save the workbook as the master workbook and give it a file name that  
  includes the name of the country where the assessment is being completed. For example: 
  Kenya_PFM Reporting Framework

 b) Create a new folder on your computer to store this workbook and the workbooks that will be popu 
  lated by the auditors for each institution.
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 c) Duplicate the file  Select the file, hold Ctrl+C, then hold Ctrl+V. This will copy and then paste the  
  file into the folder. 
 

 d) Rename the file with the institution name. For example: MoF
 

 e) Repeat steps c and d until there is a file for each institution.
 

3.   CONSOLIDATING THE DATA FROM MULTIPLE INSTITUTIONS AFTER  
       DATA ENTRY IS COMPLETE
To import the data from the files completed by the institution auditors, an “Import Data” button (with a macro at-
tached) in the File Names tab can be used. To ensure that the import works smoothly, it is critical that the following 
steps are followed. It is not necessary to unprotect any of the worksheets before completing the import.

1. Save all files (with data entered) in the same folder with the master workbook.

2. Update the File Names tab.

 a) Before updating, the tab will be setup as shown below.

 [new depiction below]
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 [new depiction below]
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 b) Under Tabs (column A), update the tab names to match the Institution tabs in the workbook. Under  
  File Name (column B), update the file names to match the actual file names. If the file names have  
  been changed by the auditors, you can either rename the file or enter the file name as it is into the  
  tab. Delete any tabs and file names that are not being used.

 [new depiction below]

 
3. Click the “Import Data” button.

 When you click on the button, it will take the import about 5-10 seconds to run. After it is complete, the   
 following message will appear that tells you which worksheets were imported.
 

Details on the Macro are found in section 1, but some key details on how the macro works are:

 – Will still work if not all files to import are in the folder: When it runs, it will search for all files listed in the Mac-
ro, but it will still work if not all the files are present. This will be helpful, for example, if you have received files 
for only some of the institutions but want to go ahead and import the data that you have.

 – Will override existing data: You can run the import multiple times if you need to override the data. For example, 
if you receive a partially finished institution audit and go ahead and import it, and then later receive the fully 
completed form, then you can run the import again to override the data.

 – Only values will be copied: To minimize risk of issues when importing (i.e. copying from Institution worksheets 
and pasting in master workbook) the data from the other workbooks, only the values in the cells will be import-
ed. This means that if any hyperlinks have been entered into the cells (e.g. a link to a file on the auditor’s com-
puter), these will not be copied.
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4.   COPYING AND PASTING DASHBOARD CHARTS AND TABLES
While protected, the pieces of analysis in the Dashboards can be copied and pasted into another application (e.g. 
Powerpoint, Word) for use in reports, presentations, etc.

1. Select the cells that you want to copy and then hold Ctrl+C or right click on the cells and select “Copy”.
 

2. Open the application where you want to paste the chart/table and then right click on the page (or slide) and  
 select “Picture” under Paste Options. Examples from Powerpoint and Word are shown below.

 Powerpoint:
 

 Word:
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